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Concord is an integrated collection of site furniture elements in a “Modern Traditional” idiom.  

Created in collaboration with Robert A. M. Stern Designs, Concord is informed by the 

past and contemporary in spirit. The collection embraces progress and new technologies, 

while rooted in American history and our national view of the landscape as a place of respite 

and pleasure. Concord’s five elements include a bench, a litter and recycling receptacle, a  

pedestrian light, a pathway light, and a bike rack — all related in form, scale and materials, and  

individual in expression and detail. The collection adds a new and distinctive design perspective  

to Landscape Forms’ integrated site furniture solutions for creating a Sense of Place. 
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Melville is a graceful bench, in versions with or without back. The elegant curved backrest has a formal quality 

that is softened by its low height, enabling sitters to lean into the curve and rest their arms comfortably along the 

bench’s top edge. Melville is as handsome from the back as it is from the front. Wood or aluminum seat panel 

options reveal multiple dimensions of character.   
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Melvil le without back has a distinct personality of its own. Handsome and tailored, its end frames rise 

above the seat and flare gently outward. Like the backed bench, the backless version has cast aluminum 

frames and supports, offers seat panels in a choice of aluminum or wood, and center or intermediate 

seat dividers can be specified. 



The twelve–foot–tall Alcott pedestrian light is a contem-

porary interpretation of a traditional lamppost. Its gently 

curved posts terminate in a domed LED luminaire sealed 

with thermoformed lens. Alcott is offered in a choice of 

Type 3 or Type 5 light distribution.

alcott

The three–foot–tall Hawthorne pathway light echoes the 

design of its taller companion. Its multiple posts spread 

as they rise from their base to house a LED luminaire  

with sealed thermoformed lens. Like Alcott, Hawthorne is  

finished in durable polyester powdercoat.

hawthorne





Poe litter and recycling receptacles boast a refinement  

in profile and structural detail that belies their humble 

function. Poe has a large 34–gallon capacity, is manufac-

tured of heavy–duty cast and extruded aluminum with a 

cast iron base, and has a side door for easing emptying. 

The Emerson bike rack is a support fit for the classiest  

cycle. Tapered from top to bottom with crisp edges and  

beveled detail, it is manufactured of cast aluminum  

and finished with durable polyester powdercoat, has  

concealed hardware, pre–installed stainless steel level-

ing guides, and meets APBP guidelines.  
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Concord is designed, developed and manufactured with sustainability in mind.  

Aluminum and steel parts contain recycled content material and are fully recyclable.  

All metal parts are finished with Landscape Forms lead–free, HAPS–free and virtually  

VOC–free Pangard II® polyester powdercoat. FSC–certified wood is available. LED  

lights are energy–efficient and dark-skies compliant. And Concord is built for the long 

term to withstand years of weather and wear. 

sustainability
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Metal is the world’s most recycled material and is fully 
recyclable. Consult our website for recycled content for 
this product. Powdercoat finish on metal parts contains no 
heavy metals, is HAPS-free and has extremely low VOCs.

 Concord design is protected by U.S. Patent Nos. D643,986; 
D643,987; D652,977; D652,976. 
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